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ABSTRACT: Electrochemical reduction of CO2 to fuels has attracted a great
deal of attention in recent years as a potential solution to close the carbon
cycle. In search for novel catalyst materials, we present in this study density
functional theory-based screening of heteroatom-doped transition metal
nitrides. We first examine zinc blend and rock salt polymorphs of transition
metal nitrides and then consider doping the surface with 25% B, P, Sb, Bi, and
C heteroatoms. We fully assess the stability and activity of the examined
catalysts. The catalytic activity is measured by the calculated limiting potential,
and the stability is assessed against hydroxyl (*OH) poisoning as well as
dissolution under CO reduction relevant potentials. Of the screened nitrides,
many are predicted to be active for the CO reduction reaction but only a few
are stable under electrochemical conditions. In particular, on nearly all of the
metal nitrides with a desired catalytic activity for CO reduction, either the
competing hydrogen evolution reaction prevails over CO reduction or *OH
poisoning occurs at CO reduction onset potentials. We identify five promising candidates including P-doped NbN, C-doped VN, P-
doped VN, TiN, and Sb-doped TiN. Ultimately, this study emphasizes the relevance of stability under electrochemical conditions
and the importance of taking into account the competition between the CO reduction, hydrogen evolution, and *OH reduction
reactions under electrochemical conditions.

■ INTRODUCTION

Fossil fuels are currently the primary sources of energy and
chemical products. The combustion of fossil fuels has resulted in
increasing anthropogenic CO2 emissions in the atmosphere.1

Therefore, it is necessary to develop sustainable alternatives for
long-term energy supplementation that could simultaneously
address the mitigation of harmful CO2. Electrochemical
reduction of CO2 (CO2 RR) is a promising method to address
these concerns.2 In a carbon energy cycle, renewable energy
sources such as wind or solar are used to reduce CO2 back to
valuable chemicals and fuels, such as alcohols and hydrocarbons.
Depending on the catalyst material, different products may form
during the CO2 RR. Formic acid and CO are formed through
two-electron−proton (2e-) reduction of CO2. Further reduced
products such as hydrocarbons and alcohols can also be formed,
which require more than 2e- transfer steps. CO has been shown
to be the primary intermediate in the CO2 RR to produce any
further reduced products. Therefore, many studies in the
literature have directly investigated electrochemical CO
reduction (CO RR) when considering CO2 RR.

3,4 The majority
of previous reports in the literature have focused on copper-
containing electrocatalysts for the CO/CO2 reduction reaction
mainly because it is the only metal that shows high selectivity for
hydrocarbons, mainly methane and ethylene.5−12 However, a

significantly high overpotential (∼1 V) is required to obtain a
reasonable current density of several mA/cm2 on Cu.13,14 Thus,
development of more efficient catalysts remains a challenge.
From a catalysis perspective, the three main challenges of CO2
RR are catalyst activity, stability under reducing conditions, and
selectivity toward desired products.15 Different classes of
materials including carbon-based materials, metal-function-
alized porphyrinlike structures, transition metal oxides, metal−
organic frameworks, and transition metals embedded in
graphene have been explored and have shown promise for
CO2 RR.

16−23

Transition metal nitrides (TMNs) are particularly interesting
class of materials as potential electrocatalysts due to their desired
properties such as high electrical and thermal conductivities,
tailorable electronic features, and chemical stability in aqueous
media.24,25 They have been examined for different electro-
chemical reactions such as the oxygen reduction reaction
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(ORR), oxygen evolution reaction (OER), reduction of
nitrogen to ammonia, and hydrogen evolution reaction
(HER).26−31 However, to the best of our knowledge, they
have not been examined for the CO RR or CO2 RR. Herein, we
perform a high-throughput density functional theory (DFT)-
based screening of TMNs and their heteroatom-doped
structures to identify viable and efficient catalysts for CO RR.
We investigate both stability and activity under CO reduction
conditions and competition with theHER.Our results show that
many TMNs activate the CO RR but only a few are stable under
relevant electrochemical conditions. We show that the stability
of the catalysts against hydroxyl poisoning and dissolution at
relevant CO reduction potentials or the competing HER is the
main issue.

■ COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

DFT calculations using the QUANTUM ESPRESSO package
were conducted to determine the adsorption energies of various
adsorbates.32 The Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE) functional
was used as the exchange−correlation functional.33 The ion−
electron interaction is described by ultrasoft pseudopotentials.34

For bulk metal nitrides, Kohn−Sham wave functions were
expanded in a series of plane waves with a converged energy
cutoff of 550 eV and a density cutoff of 5500 eV. The rock salt
and zinc blend surfaces were modeled using five-layer slabs
consisting of 24 and 40 atoms, respectively, repeated in a
supercell geometry with at least 17 Å of vacuum between
successive slabs. Adsorption was allowed only on one side of the
slabs. In all calculations, the bottom two layers were fixed in their
bulk structure, whereas the top three layers and adsorbates on
them were allowed to relax in all directions. We used a
Monkhorst−Pack grid with dimensions of 4× 4× 1 for sampling
the first Brillouin zones.35 All adsorption sites were considered
and only the most stable ones are reported here. The final
structures after relaxation were checked, and the ones with
surface reconstruction, where a surface atom or an adsorbate
displaces more than 3 Å, were excluded from further analysis.
The binding energies of all adsorbates studied in this work are
provided in the Supporting Information.
The computational hydrogen electrode method introduced

by Nørskov et al.36 was used to calculate the free energy levels of
all adsorbates. In this model, the free energy change of each
electrochemical reaction step that involves an electron−proton
transfer is calculated using the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE), where the chemical potential of an electron−proton pair
is equal to that of half of hydrogen in the gas phase under
standard conditions. The electrode potential is taken into
account by shifting the electron energy by −eU where e and U
are the elementary charge and the electrode potential,
respectively. The limiting potential is defined as the negative
of the maximum free energy difference between any two
successive electrochemical steps.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We start by modeling CO reduction since CO is an inevitable
intermediate in CO2 reduction to hydrocarbons or alcohols.
Moreover, CO adsorption could promote CO reduction
selectivity toward desired products by suppressing the
competing HER due to the site blocking effect and/or changes
in the adsorbed hydrogen (*H) binding energy. We consider
mononitrides consisting of d-block transition metals (a pool of
21 elemental metals) including NiN, CoN, RuN, RhN, IrN,

FeN, PdN, and OsN with a zinc blend crystal structure and
MnN, YN, VN, ScN, CrN, HfN, MoN, ZrN, and TaN with a
rock salt crystal structure. We only focus on the low index facets
of (100) and (110) for rock salt and zinc blend structures,
respectively.31 In addition, we investigate the catalytic activity
and stability of metal nitrides by introducing heteroatom
dopants.37 To explore the doping effects, we examined 25% of
the surface atoms doped by five different heteroatoms including
B, P, Sb, Bi, and C. Figure 1 shows the snapshots of undoped
TiN(100), C-doped TiN(100), undoped CoN(110), and C-
doped CoN(110) as examples of screened catalysts.

We follow three steps in our computational screening study.
First, we define a set of descriptors to assess the catalytic activity
of the metal nitrides under electrochemical CO reduction
potentials. Second, we define a set of descriptors to assess the
stability of the metal nitrides under electrochemical conditions.
In this step, we include *OH and *H binding energies and metal
nitride dissolution potentials obtained from DFT calculations.
Finally, we select the metal nitrides with the highest predicted
catalytic activity and stability for further analysis. We will discuss
each of these steps in more detail in the following sections.

Descriptors for CO Reduction. We focus on calculating
the thermodynamic adsorption energies of intermediates, which
is the first step in computational catalyst screening. This analysis
provides a mechanistic insight as well as guidance on the design
and optimization of different catalysts. Further analysis of the
activation energies is required for themost promising candidates
to estimate the turnover frequency, which is outside the scope of
this study.
Previous electronic structure calculations have shown that the

reduction of *CO to *CHO is the potential limiting step in the
CO reduction on Cu and late transition metals.14,38,39 The
theoretical limiting potential for the catalyst materials that bind
CO is defined as

U G G e( )/L CHO CO= − Δ * − Δ * (1)

whereΔG*CHO andΔG*CO are the binding free energies of *CO
and *CHO, respectively, and e is the electron charge. Previous
reports demonstrated a close agreement between the theoretical

Figure 1. Top views of (a) undoped TiN(100), (b) C-doped
TiN(100), (c) undoped CoN(110), and (d) C-doped CoN(110).
TiN and CoN have zinc blend and rock salt crystal structures,
respectively. Dark blue, yellow, pink, and gray atoms are N, C, Co, and
Ti sites, respectively.
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overpotential and the experimental onset potential for CO2
reduction on Cu.14,39,40 For the catalyst materials that do not
bind CO, the rate of CO desorption is high and CO is the major
product. Therefore, the following reaction is considered for CO
reduction

CO(g) (H e ) CHO* + + + → *+ −
(2)

and the corresponding theoretical limiting potential is defined
as

U G G e( )/L CHO CO(g)= − Δ * − Δ (3)

whereΔGCO(g) is the chemical potential of CO in the gas phase.
The potential limiting step for CO reduction on metal nitrides
could, in principle, be different from the one for pure metals.
However, in the first step, we take the same potential limiting
step as that of pure metals, which provides the lower limit in the
CO reduction reaction catalytic activity. Of note, CO reduction
could occur through *COH formation rather than *CHO.
Recent DFT calculations show that the formation of *CHO is
thermodynamically more favored over *COH on Cu(111) and
step sites of the late transition metals. On the other hand,
according to a recent study byNie et al.,41 formation of *CHO is
less favorable than *COH when the kinetic barriers for proton
transfer to adsorbed CO and surface hydrogenation in the
presence of water molecules are considered. Herein, we consider
both *CHO and *COH formation in our screening study. We
find that on nearly all TMNs, *CHO binds stronger than
*COH. As will be discussed in the following sections, on all
promising TMN catalysts that survive the activity and stability
criteria, *CHO is more stable than *COH. We note that a
thoroughmechanistic study that includes kinetic barriers may be
required to determine the full CO reduction pathway on
TMNs.20,38 However, thermodynamics based on the binding
energies of CO* and CHO* is a necessary step, which is why we
emphasize on them in this work. Figure 2 shows the binding

energies of *CHO versus *CO on our examined TMNs. The
data for pure transition metals (111) are also shown for
comparison. The color bar shows the limiting potential for
*CHO formation, defined based on eq 1 and eq 3. The yellow
region is the region of interest with a minimum overpotential
and a maximum activity. An ideal catalyst with a zero
overpotential has similar binding energies for *CO and

*CHO, which means that the formation of *CHO is
thermoneutral. However, as shown in Figure 2, this is not the
case for any of the transition metals, consistent with the
associated high overpotentials required for CO reduction.14 In
contrast, many of the TMNs are in the region with a low
overpotential, and interestingly, the binding energies of *CO
and *CHO are scattered. There are even many metal nitrides for
which the formation of *CHO from *CO is exergonic in energy.
Care, however, should be taken when defining the CO RR
catalytic activity on these TMNs. Although CHO* formation is
not the rate-limiting step, one of the following sequential steps
might limit CO reduction to targeted products. Therefore, we
excluded TMNs that exhibit stronger binding for *CHO than
that for *CO. Moreover, in this study, we are only interested in
metal nitrides that exhibit a higher catalytic activity for CO
reduction than that of Cu. Therefore, the metal nitrides for
which the theoretical limiting potential is below −0.5 V (RHE)
are eliminated from further analysis.
Previous experimental studies have shown that the activity of

transition metals with a weak CO binding energy is limited by
the lack of CO coverage, which ultimately limits the generation
rate of CO reduction products and results in CO(g) as the main
reaction product.13,14 On the other hand, transition metals that
bind CO too strongly will be poisoned by this intermediate.14

Therefore, in line with the Sabatier principle, catalysts with
moderate CO binding energies catalyze CO reduction to further
reduced products.42 In agreement with these experimental
findings, a follow-up DFT study byNørskov et al.43 on transition
metals showed that on stepped sites, which dominate the overall
catalytic activity for the CO2 reduction reaction, substantial
selectivity toward CO reduction products only occurs for
catalysts with CO binding energies around that of Cu. In light of
these findings, we only consider metal nitrides with moderate
CO binding energies of −1 < ΔG*CO < 0 for further
consideration. Figure 3 shows the heatmaps for CO binding
energies and the difference between free energies of adsorption
of *CHO and *CO adsorbates, ΔG*CHO − ΔG*CO, for metal
nitrides before and after applying the above criteria.

Stability Analysis.Next, the stability of the most promising
TMNs with a favorable *CO to *CHO adsorption energy is
analyzed.44,45 We first examine *OH poisoning, which may
occur due to the presence of oxophilic elements on the surfaces
of metal nitrides, which facilitate water decomposition. In
addition, reduction of *OH to water is one of the intermediate
steps in the reaction free energy diagram of CO reduction.38

Therefore, if *OHbinds too strongly to the surface, its reduction
to water becomes the potential limiting step rather than *CO
reduction to *CHO. Although the presence of oxophilic
elements may help to stabilize *CHO relative to *CO, it should
not bind *OH too strongly.39 The *OH reduction to water and
its corresponding limiting potential are defined as

OH e H H O(l)2* + + → + *− +
(4)

U G( )/eL OH= − Δ * (5)

where ΔG*OH is the binding free energy of *OH. Figure 4a
shows the limiting potential for *OH reduction to water versus
the limiting potential for *CO reduction to *CHO. To avoid
*OH poisoning, *OH reduction should occur at less negative
potentials than *CO reduction. For the metal nitrides that lie
above the diagonal, *OH has already been reduced to water at
the potentials required to reduce *CO to *CHO, so *OH
poisoning does not occur. On the other hand, for the metal

Figure 2. Contour plot of the calculated limiting potential for *CO/
CO(g) reduction to *CHO using eqs 3 and 4 for the studied metal
nitrides in this work (circles). Similar data for the (111) facets of bare
transition metals are provided for comparison (triangles).
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nitrides that lie below the diagonal, *OH reduction takes place
at more negative potentials than that required for reduction of
*CO to *CHO. For these metal nitrides, *OH reduction is the
potential limiting step, and an extra overpotential equal to the
vertical distance to the diagonal is required to clear *OH off the
surface. Figure 4b replots the data with the overall limiting
potentials at which both *OH and *CO are reduced to water
and *CHO, respectively. As it can be seen from Figure 4b, most
of the metal nitrides with a high catalytic activity for *CO
reduction suffer from *OH poisoning. This criterion excludes
many potential active metal nitrides. The remaining metal
nitrides are evaluated next with another stability filter, that is,
dissolution.
Stability against Dissolution. The stability of the

remaining metal nitrides against decomposition to metal and
ammonia at working potentials is examined. We follow an
approach similar to that of Abghoui and co-workers where the
dissolution potential is defined as the potential at which TMNs
are decomposed to ammonia and metals.31 Figure 5 shows the
dissolution potentials of promising metal nitrides as well as the
corresponding working potentials for CO reduction. A metal

nitride is considered stable if its dissolution potential is more
negative than its corresponding CO reduction working
potential.
Overall, many metal nitrides exhibit a high activity for CO

reduction. Considering both activity and stability of the
candidates evaluated here, given the criteria described above,
there are five promising candidate metal nitrides as shown in
Table 1. Among these candidates, P-doped NbN, C-doped VN,
and P-doped VN are less prone to *OH poisoning and exhibit a
high activity for CO reduction.
We note that our stability criteria are from a thermodynamic

standpoint. Some of the metal nitrides rejected due to these
stability filters might exhibit kinetic stability and remain stable
under reducing conditions. For example, an element might
exhibit kinetic stability, or its dissolution potential might change
when doped, and consequently dissolves at higher dissolution
potentials.46 Therefore, some of the metal nitrides that failed
based on the dissolution criterion might be stable under the
reducing conditions. Assessing the actual stability of the metal
nitrides under reducing conditions requires explicit consid-
eration of both kinetics and thermodynamics in an exhaustive

Figure 3. Heatmaps for *CO binding energies and the difference between free energies of adsorption of *CHO and *CO adsorbates, ΔG*CHO −
ΔG*CO, for (a) all metal nitrides and (b) the ones with −1 < ΔG*CO < 0. The blank data correspond to the structures that underwent surface
reconstruction.
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screening study, which is not in the scope of the current study.
However, since the above stability tests capture the lower bound
limit of the stability of the metal nitrides, we argue that any
compound that survives these stability tests is likely to be stable
under reducing conditions. Moreover, it is worth mentioning
that additional compounds may become thermodynamically

stable if the CO reduction reaction occurs at higher over-
potentials. In other words, improved stability could be achieved
at the cost of activity. This particularly holds for compounds on
which *OH poisoning occurs.
To understand the role of dopants in CO RR activity

enhancement in heteroatom-doped TMNs, we compared the
*CO and *CHO adsorption sites for promising doped
candidates with that of undoped TMNs. It can be seen from
Table 1 that for C-doped VN, P-doped VN, and Sb-doped TiN,
the *CO and *CHO binding sites change. This results in
changing *CO and *CHO binding energies and therefore
changes in the CO RR activity.

Selectivity versus HER. Beyond the stability and activity
criteria, high selectivity toward desired reaction products is a key
factor in developing efficient catalysts for CO reduction. The
HER is strongly competing with CO reduction at negative
potentials. In reality, improving the CO reduction selectivity is
contingent on suppressing the parasitic HER. The HER reaction
occurs through a two-electron−proton transfer step, with *H as
the only adsorbed intermediate. The binding energy of *H has
been shown to be a reasonable descriptor of the hydrogen
evolution activity for a wide variety of catalyst materials.44,47

Therefore, we examine the catalytic activity of all metal nitrides
toward HER by calculating the *H binding energy. It has been
shown that the difference in the limiting potentials for CO2
reduction and HER, that is, UL(CO) − UL(H2) follows the
trends in selectivity for transition metals.40 A more positive
UL(CO) − UL(H2) value corresponds to a higher selectivity
toward CO reduction over HER. In Figure 6, the difference in
the working potentials for CO reduction and HER, that is,
Uw(CO) − UL(H2) is plotted against the working potentials for
CO reductionUw(CO) for the most stable metal nitrides. In this
plot, the catalysts that are in the upper-right region exhibit high
activity and selectivity toward CO reduction. The results,
displayed in Figure 6, suggest that P-doped NbN exhibits the
highest activity for CO reduction followed by C-doped VN,
TiN, P-doped VN, and Sb-doped TiN, respectively. Moreover,
TiN exhibits the highest selectivity toward CORR.We note that
this statement should be taken with caution because we have
investigated just two crystal terminations, namely, (100) and
(110) for rock salt and zinc blend crystal structures, respectively.
Since less dominant facets or defects can have different

Figure 4. (a) Limiting potential for *OH reduction to water vs. the
limiting potential for *CHO formation. For the points below the
diagonal, *OH poisoning will prevail over *CO reduction. (b) Similar
to (a), except that the points below the diagonal have been shifted
vertically to the diagonal. For the metal nitrides on the diagonal, *CO
and *OH reduction occurs at the same potential. The circle size
corresponds to the limiting potential values. Bigger circles correspond
to higher limiting potentials and vice versa. The N dopant corresponds
to pure TMNs.

Figure 5. Dissolution and working potentials for CO reduction for
promising metal nitrides. A metal nitride is considered stable if its
dissolution potential is more negative than its corresponding CO
reduction working potential.
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selectivities and activities, it would be necessary to include other
facets with different compositions in an exhaustive screening
study.
Among the identified promising candidates, TiN(100) stands

out as the most interesting catalyst: it exhibits highest selectivity
and a moderate working potential for CO RR, that is, −0.46 V
(RHE). As a comparison, on the most active step surface,
Cu(211), the CO RR working potential is −0.77 V (RHE),
determined using the same methodology as applied here.
Moreover, as opposed to other promising candidates, it does not
require doping. Therefore, we considered TiN(100) further by
performing a full mechanistic pathway study to determine the
final reaction product. Figure 7 shows the lowest free energy
diagram (FED) pathway for CO RR on TiN(100) at zero
potential and at the working potential where all electrochemical
steps become downhill in free energy. The final CO RR product
on TiN(100) is methane. Moreover, as initially assumed, the
potential limiting step is the reduction of *CO to *CHO.
However, as it can be seen from Table 1 and Figure 7, on
TiN(100), the reduction of *OH to water occurs at more
negative potentials. Therefore, it becomes the potential limiting
step. We also note that the difference between the limiting

potential for the *OH reduction value of −0.33 V (RHE) listed
in Table 1 and the one in Figure 7, −0.4 V (RHE), arises from
the fact that we used DFT-calculated value for H2O+CH4(g)
free energy level in constructing the FED.

■ CONCLUSIONS
DFT-based screening of metal nitrides to find improved CO
reduction catalysts has been conducted. We assessed the CO
reduction catalytic activity of the TMNs by performing explicit
DFT calculations of the binding energies of three key
intermediates, namely, *CO, *CHO, and *COH. Our results
show that many metal nitrides exhibit a high catalytic activity for
CO reduction. However, subsequent stability tests on the metal
nitrides with a high catalytic activity revealed that many of the
promising candidates are unstable under CO reduction
conditions. In particular, we found that *OH poisoning and
metal nitride dissolution are the two main factors degrading
catalyst stability. In addition, we evaluated the selectivity toward
CO reduction products by taking into account the competition
between CO reduction and the HER. Only metal nitrides
expected to exhibit high selectivity and activity toward CO
reduction products were examined. On the basis of this analysis,
we predicted P-doped NbN, C-doped VN, P-doped VN, Sb-
doped TiN, and TiN as the most promising candidates that
exhibit simultaneous high activity, stability, and selectivity
toward CO RR products. A mechanistic study on TiN(100) was
performed, and it showed that methane formed as the final CO
RR product. This study highlights the importance of considering

Table 1. List of Five Promising TMN Candidates after Considering Activity as well as Stability against *OH Poisoning and
Dissolution potentiala

TMN Dopant ΔG*CO / eV ΔG*CHO / eV ΔG*COH / eV Uw (CO) / V dissolution potential / V UL(*OH) / V *CO binding site *CHObinding site

NbN P −0.18 −0.13 1.1 −0.21 −0.58 −0.21 Nb Nb
VN C −0.93 −0.71 0.34 −0.22 −0.59 0.13 C C
VN P −0.05 0.29 1.9 −0.34 −0.59 0.07 V P
TiN Sb −0.06 0.4 1.2 −0.46 −2.26 −0.18 Ti N
TiN −0.12 0.03 2.21 −0.33 −2.26 −0.33 Ti Ti
NbN −0.69 −0.42 0.89 −0.55 −0.58 −0.55 Nb Nb
VN −0.33 0.25 1.03 −0.58 −0.59 0.01 V V

aΔG*CO, ΔG*CHO, and ΔG*COH are the free energies of adsorption of *CO, *CHO, and *COH, respectively. Uw(CO) is the calculated working
potential for *CO reduction, and UL(*OH) is the calculated limiting potential for *OH reduction. The adsorption sites for *CO and *CHO
adsorbates are provided. Similar data for undoped TMN including NbN and VN are provided for comparison.

Figure 6. Differences in the working potentials for CO reduction and
HER, that is, Uw(CO) − UL(H2) are plotted against the working
potentials for CO reduction Uw(CO) for the survived metal nitrides.
Uw(CO)−UL(H2) shows the trend in selectivity for CO reduction over
HER, and Uw(CO) reflects the trend in CO reduction activity. The
most promising catalysts lie on the upper-right corner of the plot. Bigger
circles correspond to less negative CO reduction working potentials.

Figure 7. Free energy diagram for CO reduction on TiN(100). The
black and red lines denote the free energy levels at 0 V and at working
potential of−0.4 V (RHE) where all reaction steps become downhill in
free energy.
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competing reactions for the CO reduction reaction in
determining the electrocatalytic activity and selectivity.
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